Attendees: B. Lawrence, A. Butler, R. Banks, N. Graham, T. Horton, W. Garrett, W. Barnes, M. Planera, E. McCauley, F. Crayton, E. Crayton, J. Simmons

The first Facilities meeting for Thornton Township H.S. District 205 came to order at 4:05 p.m. by Mr. A. Butler.

1. Building Updates
   a. Annual Indoor Air Quality Reports-
      Everything was in order and carbon dioxide levels were tested, issues were corrected, and filters were checked in all three buildings.

2. Safety Issues
   a. Bill proposed concerns about school security entrances. Concerns for Thornton to change location of security desk to ticket booth. After further discussion is was concluded that there needs to be more brainstorming with Principals and security at all 3 schools prior to making final decisions on changes with security to insure everyone is on the right page. Make sure security concerns are taken care of while implementing friendly structure.
   b. Metal detectors and random wandings done to insure safety.

3. Priority Projects
   a. Bleachers – Design and Bid alternatives
      b. Must have bids by February. Demo for bleachers done in March to test the bleachers. First set can be delivered by April/May. The project for bleachers could be completed by June/July. Life safety money used.
   c. Tuck-pointing - Design and Bid alternatives. Courtyard, Broadway 150th. Permission was given for tuck-pointing.
   d. Roofing - Design and Bid alternatives. Permission was given for roofing. Life safety money used.
   e. Rename project ‘Stadium Upgrades” instead of “Bleacher Project” because much more is included in the overall cost than just bleachers. Itemize item by item for clarity.
   f. Structure the Stadium Construction Project in phases so things can be completed and not neglected or forgotten.
   g. Bathroom upgrade planning- Bathrooms lack of infrastructure.TW has new piping. TT & TR contain old piping; need to repair mains, lines, and joints with lead. It was recommended by Bill to do infrastructure per the request to update bathrooms.

4. Larger Projects to be scheduled during break(s)
   a. Propose moving all activities and summer school to another school if possible to start projects of roofing, floor, chimney, and pipes at TT for summer at Thornton.

5. Misc.
   a. The inside track floor is part of field house project.